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CEG-724 Computer Vision I 
Fall 2009 
CRN: 37063 Lecture: 4:10-5:25 PM, T, R Location: IBA 

Instructor: A. Goshtasby Office Location: 495 Joshi E-mail: agoshtas@wright.edu 

Phone:937-775-5170 Office Hours: 3:00 -4:00 PM, M, T, W, R, or by appointment. 

No. Units: 4 
Textbook: 
Computer Vision: A Modern Approach 
David Forsyth and Jean Ponce 
Prentice Hall, 2003 
Purpose of Course: 
This course covers basic a]gorithms for low- level and mid- level vision. The algorithms deal with 
reducing image noise and segment images into objects or their parts. Other a]gorithms covered in 
the course analyze and quantify texttn-e, re~ter images, and recover 3-D shapes from 2-D images. 
Contents: The following topics will be covered. 
1. Relation between Computer Vision and other fields 
2. Image formation and representation 
3. Binary image analysis 
4. Noise filtering 
5. Image segmentation and edge detection 
6. Texttn-e analysis 
7. Image matching 
8. Recovering 3-D from 2-D images 
9. 3-D sensing and object pose estimation 
Leaming Goals: 
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Students will learn algorithms that extract various infonnation from images, analyze the infunnation, 
and descnbe the contents ofimages. Some ofthe algorithms will be implemented as c1ass projects. 
Projects and Exa~: 
There will be three projects and three quizzes. Each project will implement an algorithm discussed in 
c1ass. Programs will be in CIC++ or inMA1LAB. 
Grading Policy: 
The projects will worth 50 points and the quizzes will worth 50 point also. The following grades are 
guaranteed A: 90.. 100, B: 80..89, C:70..79, D: 60..69, E: 0..59. 
Calendar: 
!Project 1 llAssigned 9/24 llDue: 10/8, 4:00 PM I 

!Project 2 llAssigned: 10/13 llDue: 10/27, 4:00 PM I 

!Project 3 l~ssigned: 10/29 j~ue: 11112, 4:00 PM 
I 

I 

Quizl.es will be on 9/29, 10/15, and 11/5. 
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